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"Business? What business?"

Lu Yuan looked at Si Tingyu with some doubts.

Si Tingyu smiled and said:

"For the training of steel body, you have reached a bottleneck now. I plan
to teach you something else... I have watched your battles before. Your
combat skills tend to increase overall, and you have special bonuses to
defenses. It also added strength and speed, and at the same time mastered
space combat skills, right?"

Lu Yuan nodded: "Yes, tutor."

"If you are a guardian warrior who practices shield art in general, I will
consider letting you continue to specialize your defense capabilities, but
your route is very similar to mine. Under the premise of focusing on your
own defense capabilities, you will also strengthen your offensive
capabilities and combat effectiveness. More comprehensive and powerful.
And your current combat skills lack a powerful offensive ability. I found
from the family treasury a royal-level spiritual skill suitable for the use of
heavy swords, which may be able to make up for your shortcomings."

Secretary Tingyu explained.

When Lu Yuan heard this, he was a little surprised, and then moved a little
in his heart.
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Unexpectedly, Si Tingyu would deliberately search for his spiritual skills
from the treasure house of their family.

And it's still royal.

In the final analysis, spiritual skills are the use of spiritual power, which is
essentially a kind of combat skills.

But because the combat skills are all genetically armed, they seem to be

instinctive, and they can be used handily without the need to practice,
while spiritual skills need to be practiced day by day.

The imperial level spirit skills, the power is equivalent to the combat skills
attached to the imperial level genes.

One can imagine how precious the emperor-level spiritual skills are.

"This... the emperor-level spiritual skills are very precious, mentor, if you
teach me this way, will it have any effect on you?"

Lu Yuan's heart was moved, but he didn't want to have any impact on Si
Tingyu because of this.

After all, this is the tutor from the family, what if you can't teach it to
outsiders?

Si Tingyu shook his head: "You are my student, I naturally have to teach
you well, as long as you don't pass on spiritual skills, it will have no effect.
Why? Are you unwilling to learn?"

"Of course I do!"

Lu Yuan nodded. Since Si Tingyu said that there was no effect, Lu Yuan
would naturally not refuse.



He said seriously: "Thank you mentor."

With a smile on Si Tingyu's face:

"Let's go, go to the underground training room."

When he arrived in the underground training room, Si Tingyu took out an
inheritance crystal and handed it to Lu Yuan:

"This spiritual skill is in the crystal. I don't use an epee. I don't know how

to use an epee, but I should be able to give you some pointers on the use of
spiritual power and physical strength. You can take a look at the spirit first.
Skills, ask me if I don’t understand, if I don’t understand, I will ask others
and then teach you."

Lu Yuan nodded earnestly, took the Emperor-level Spirit Skill that Si
Tingyu handed over, and checked it.

This imperial spiritual skill is called Beng Tian Zhan. By compressing the
spiritual power, and then using the physical skill to explode, it can cause
terrifying destructive power. It is said that it can even cut through the space
with a single sword.

The power is very strong, but the difficulty of cultivation is also very high.

The compression of spiritual power must be completed at the moment of
swinging the sword, if it is not proficient, it will not be used at all.

In particular, it also needs to cooperate with physical skills, and the
difficulty is even higher. It may take a long time to master it thoroughly.

Of course, if you are proficient in Bengtian Slash, it will not be much
worse than Earth Spirit Body.

So Lu Yuan began to practice under Si Tingyu's guidance.



One practice is one day.

In the evening, Lu Yuan had dinner at Si Tingyu's house before returning
to the dormitory. On the way, he was surrounded by classmates he met
again.

The next day after Lu Yuan finished his cultivation at Si Tingyu's house,
Si Tingxue came out of the place of origin.

When he came to Si Tingyu's house, after seeing Lu Yuan, Si Tingxue
congratulated Lu Yuan awkwardly on entering the Tianjiao list, and then
asked Lu Yuan to compete with her. Obviously, she also wanted to make
the top of the Tianjiao list.

Of course it was impossible for Lu Yuan to use his full strength, so he was
just taking it as a pair of training with Si Tingxue, which could be used to
practice the newly learned Beng Tian Zhan.

Because he wanted to compress his spiritual power when he attacked, Lu
Yuan was a little uncomfortable, and his spiritual power was even in a state
of disorder during the battle. On the contrary, his combat power was
weakened, and he was able to fight with Si Tingxue.

In the next few days, Si Tingxue often went to Lu Yuan to learn from each

other. Later, she got Rebecca and the two of them played with Lu Yuan

together.

Lu Yuan's Beng Tian Zhan also slowly became proficient in the
discussion.

Five days later.

Lu Yuan can return to the place of origin.

After he entered the land of origin, he came to the gravity room to practice.



This was Lu Yuan's first practice after he broke through to the Zhan Zun
level and evolved his genes.

The training efficiency of the third-tier enhanced spiritual power gene fluid
at the Zhan Zun level is still much higher than that of the fourth-tier
spiritual crystal, and Lu Yuan still uses the spiritual power genetic fluid to
practice.

As Lu Yuan's cultivation base was upgraded to the Battle Sovereign level,
and the absorption efficiency of the Earth Spirit Body was several times
higher than that of the White Jade Spirit Body, the absorption efficiency of
the Spirit Power Gene Liquid was naturally much higher.

In the warlord's time, almost 400 fifth-order spiritual crystals can be
absorbed in one hour, but now, Lu Yuan can absorb 400 sixth-order
spiritual crystals in one hour, which is about ten times higher.

This is all the powerful spiritual energy absorption efficiency brought by
the earth spirit body. If not, the tempering effect of absorbing the
third-order enhanced spiritual power gene liquid by the warlord class is
definitely not as good as the warlord class, which can be increased by four
or five times. It's very high.

When Lu Yuan was tempering the king-level genes before, he consumed a
total of about 10 million Tier 5 spirit crystals.

His original spiritual power gene liquid was equivalent to more than 60
million fifth-order spiritual crystals, which consumed about 10 million,
and there were more than 50 million fifth-order spiritual crystals, which
was equivalent to five million sixth-order spiritual crystals. Lingjing.

With these spirit crystals, Lu Yuan felt that he should be able to refine two
or three imperial genes to completion.



If it is not enough, then he can go to the El Mechanical Relics again at that
time, and then get a batch of Tier 3 strengthening spiritual power gene

liquid.

After breaking through to Zhan Zun, Lu Yuan can stay in the place of
origin for more time.

After fifty-two days, Lu Yuan left the place of origin.

In these fifty-two days, Lu Yuan absorbed about two hundred and forty
thousand sixth-order spirit crystals to refine the earth spirit body. After the
240,000 sixth-order spirit crystals went down, the tempering degree of
the earth spirit body reached 28. %.

Based on Lu Yuan's experience in tempering so many extraordinary genes,
it would take more than one million sixth-order spirit crystals to complete
the tempering of the earth spirit body.

This is within the acceptable range of Luyuan.

If he could maintain this speed, Lu Yuan's cultivation at the Zhan Zun
level would still be very fast.

Each imperial gene can be completed by entering the place of origin six or
seven times. According to the time that the warlord-level can stay in the
place of origin and the real world, it takes about ten days to enter the place
of origin at one time, and it takes about six times. It is equivalent to about
two months.

He now has five imperial genes, can he refine all genes to perfection in
almost ten months?

Of course, this is calculated according to the most ideal situation. For
transcendent genes like the Gate of Space and the King of Machines, if



they want to refine them to perfection, they need more spirit crystals and
naturally consume more time.

It would take more than a year for Lu Yuan to refine all the five emperor-
level genes to completion.

This speed can be regarded as extremely fast.

You know, if you can break through to the Zun Zun level within six
academic years in the genius camp, you will even have graduated
successfully.

And Lu Yuan's ability to break through to the King of War level within

two years of enrollment was an exaggerated rate of improvement.

By that time, Lu Yuan was only about 20 years old.

Breaking through to the King of War at the age of twenty, Sister Qinghe
and her mentor back then were only at this speed.

However, their awakening time was earlier than Lu Yuan, and they
awakened at the age of sixteen.

And Lu Yuan is eighteen years old.

In fact, Lu Yuan had two years less training time than they did.

Now Lu Yuan’s headache is that as his cultivation level continues to
improve, every time he evolves the extraordinary genes, he must fill up his
original tempering degree. It may take longer and longer, and the time to
break through may also be. Will increase.

It takes so long to be at the Emperor level now, can it wait for the Emperor
Level gene, the Saint Level gene, or even the God Level gene?

Lu Yuan felt a little big head.



This is because his spiritual energy absorption speed is fast enough. If it is
changed to another genius, how can it be possible to absorb 400
sixth-order spiritual crystals in an hour at the Zhan Zun level?

It is good enough to absorb four.

And there is a big problem. He has enough training resources at the Battle-
sovereign level. However, according to this trend, he has exhausted the
resources of the entire relic world of El Mechanical Ruins, so that he can
gather the training resources of the Warlord level. .

What should I do when I reach the Battle Emperor level?

Where can I find the cultivation resources at that time?

According to his evolutionary trend, at the Battle King level, his genes are
all Emperor Level genes, and at the Battle Emperor level, his genes are all
Saint Level genes.

There are a total of seven Zhan Sovereign genes, and the refinement
resources of the seven Saint Grade genes are more than the training
resources of the Zhan Sage, right?

Lu Yuan had a tingling scalp.

When his cultivation reaches the Battle Emperor level, he needs the
training resources of others at the Battle Saint level. This pressure is not
what he should bear at this stage, okay?

Lu Yuan thought for a long time, and the more he wanted to feel that in the
future he was short of spirit crystals.

Of course, there is another way, and that is to give up a large part of the
evolutionary genes, and mainly improve the cultivation base first.



After the cultivation level is promoted to the God of War, other genes will
be evolved.

This method can make the cultivation base increase faster, but the combat
power will definitely be weaker.

If he hadn't challenged the list, Lu Yuan wouldn't mind raising his
cultivation first.

But just the 98th in the Tianjiao list, there is such a generous reward, how
rich will the rewards of the king rank list, the imperial rank list, the
emperor rank and even the holy rank list be?

Naturally, Lu Yuan hoped to make the list and win the resources inside.

Lu Yuan sighed, feeling a little difficult.

For the next time, Lu Yuan's life was stable.

When I was in the Land of Origin, I tempered my genes in the gravity
room.

Si Tingxue is generally practising, and it is very difficult for Lu Yuan to
take her out to play, unless she is used as bait to accompany her to learn
more games in the future.

Lu Yuan also remembered the words of his instructor, so that Si Tingxue
should not be so tired, so as not to get tired in time.

As for Rebecca, the salted fish is very, every time she is forcibly pulled by
Si Tingxue to practice together.

Lu Yuan asked them to play, and of course she raised her hands and feet to
agree.



And sometimes Lu Yuan would go to Amy to play.

It's a pity that Amy was watched by Wang Lingling, and she was busy
cultivating at ordinary times. After looking for her ten times, only one or
two could come out to play.

Otherwise, Lu Yuan would go to find and learn every night.

Ye Ye's challenge on the Tianjiao list went smoothly, winning streak all
the way, and quickly rushed to 74th place.

From Ye Ye, Lu Yuan also knows the types of rewards on the list, from
rough stones that break the genetic lock, to royal-level genetic weapons
and king- level transcendent genes suitable for him, to various treasures
that increase the speed of cultivation, and so on. This kind of stuff has
everything.

Every time you rush to a higher ranking, there will be a certain resource
reward, and the richness of this reward is directly proportional to the
promotion of the ranking.

If you promote one place each time, the rewards will be less, and every
time you promote three places, you will be rewarded more. And so on, the
more you raise the ranking each time, the more rewarding things will be.

This also allowed Lu Yuan to dispel the idea of   scoring resources
every time he was promoted one rank.

Although the various rewards Ye Ye received made Lu Yuan feel very
greedy, Lu Yuan didn't continue to rush after rushing once.

He intends to wait until the four imperial genes in front of him have been
tempered to completion before starting to make the list.

Then the speed will be faster.



He does not intend to waste too much time on the Tianjiao list.

Isn't it okay to have this time to practice hard?

The same as Lu Yuan expected.

After more than two months, Lu Yuan consumed more than 1.6 million

sixth-order spirit crystals, finally tempering the earth spirit body to
completion.

This consumption made Lu Yuan feel a bit toothache.

He now has more than three million cultivation resources in his hands. He
feels that maybe it will only be enough for him to temper the tide of life.

When he first began to refine the life tide, Lu Yuan estimated the
consumption, and found that the spirit crystal needed by the life tide was a
little higher than the earth spirit body ~ www.mtlnovel.com~ but it was

not much higher.

It's roughly equivalent to about 1.7 million to 1.8 million.

However, because of the remaining temperament during the previous Light
of Life, Lu Yuan probably needs to consume 1.4,500,000 sixth-order
spiritual crystals.

Lu Yuan was still practicing with peace of mind.

After Lu Yuan tempered the earth spirit body to perfection, the time he
could stay in the place of origin was extended to fifty-seven days.

The training time has once again become longer.

Two months later, Lu Yuan spent close to 1.5 million Tier 6 spirit crystals,
finally tempering the life tide gene to completion.



By now, Lu Yuan still had about 1.8 million sixth-order spirit crystals left
in his cultivation resources.

And he tempered the King of Machinery, estimated the consumption, and
it took about 2.3 million sixth-order spirit crystals to complete the
tempering.

However, because of the residual tempering degree before, it would take
about two million sixth-order spirit crystals to do it.

The cultivation resources in Lu Yuan's hands weren't enough.

So he once again went to the El Mechanical Ruins, and after sweeping
one-tenth of the core area of   the central floating city, Lu Yuan
obtained a third- order enhanced spiritual power gene liquid that was
almost equivalent to six million sixth-order spiritual crystals.

Then he continued to refine.

Three months later, Lu Yuan finally tempered the supernatural gene of the
king of machinery to the point of completion.

Up to now, Lu Yuan had tempered the three imperial genes to perfection,
and two imperial genes, the gate of space and the sacred light, remained.
After the tempering, Lu Yuan could break through.

However, not long after Lu Yuangang had finished tempering the King of
Machinery, it was the annual harvest day, and the school was closed.

When Lu Yuan heard the news of the holiday, he was still in a daze. He
spent most of his time in cultivation. He didn't expect that a year would
have passed so soon.
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